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Abstract 

The ubiquity of the multimedia has raised a need for the system that can store, manage, structured the multimedia data in such a 
way that it can be retrieved intelligently. One of the current issues in media management or data mining research is ranking of 
retrieved documents.  Ranking is one of the provocative problems for information retrieval systems. Given a user query comes up 
with the millions of relevant results but if the ranking function cannot rank it according to the relevancy than all results are just 
obsolete. However, the current ranking techniques are in the level of keyword matching. The ranking among the results is usually 
done by using the term frequency. This paper is concerned with  ranking the document relying merely on the rich semantic inside 
the document instead of the contents. Our proposed ranking refinement strategy known as SemRank, rank the document based on 
the semantic intensity. Our approach has been applied on the open benchmark LabelMe dataset and compared against one of the 
well known ranking model i.e. Vector Space Model (VSM). The experimental results depicts that our approach has achieved 
significant improvement in retrieval performance over the state of the art ranking methods. 
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1. Introduction 

An increasing immensity of procurable digital data online as well as offline has simulated recent research into 
digital data mining, data management, data filtering and information retrieval. Due to omnipresence of these data, 
acquisition becomes a bottleneck. So there is an urge for the efficient and effective retrieval techniques. Merely 
finding the relevant information is not the only task of IR systems. Instead the IR systems are supposed to retrieve 
the relevant information as well as rank or organize according to its degree of relevancy with the given query. 

Ranking  is  one  of  the  intriguing  issues  in  the  IR  systems.  Ranking  deals  with  sorting  the  retrieved  results  
according to the relevancy with the given query. However, the result is the combination of the relevant as well as 
irrelevant data. The relevant document may have different degree of relevancy. The relevancy degree is defined as a 
“function that determines the degree of semantic relatedness between the query and the retrieved results”. To 
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achieve high precision the relevant document must be top ranked. Retrieving the relevant information without 
appropriate ranking is obsolete. 

The main stumbling block in ranking is to classify which documents are relevant and which are 
irrelevant.Existing ranking techniques mostly rely on keywords to judge the relevancy of the data with the given 
query.  The relevancy was defined in terms of number of times the words that is in the query appear in the document 
i.e. term frequency. The document with the greater term frequency will be top ranked.  The current techniques 
mostly rely on the keyword matching technique for finding the document relevancy with the query. But 
unfortunately the keywords alone cannot capture the entire semantics behind the query. The systems works well for 
simple object based queries. However, for the complex queries it’s trivial and leads to the poor retrieval 
performance. This is the one of the main handicap of the traditional IR systems.  

In order to achieve effective retrieval performance, instead of using the keyword or text matching technique for 
ranking, it must be done by exploring the intended meaning behind the group of words or keyword. There is a 
demand  for  the  system  that  can  rank  the  output  by  considering  multiple  features  instead  of  single  feature  for  
exploring the semantics. 

To tackle this problem, we propose a novel ranking strategy known as SemRank, which rank the retrieved results 
on the basis of the Semantic Intensity (SI), which is the“concept dominancy factor, the greater SI value of the image 
will have greater relevancy with the query”. The inspiration for the SemRank is that retrieving the relevant 
information is not a difficult task for the state of the art IR systems but ranking of the required document is still an 
open challenge. We focus on improving the precision of the IR system by ranking the documents on the semantic 
similarity between the retrieved document and the user query. Our method, rank the result on the basis of the 
semantic dominance of the concept in the retrieved images. Based on the semantic intensity the retrieved documents 
are then ranked. 

In the following section, we explore the existing state of the art ranking strategies. In section 3 we define our own 
proposed model. In section 4 we present our experimental setup in terms of the dataset as well as evaluation measure 
used. We compare our proposed result with one of the traditional model and present our result. Finally section 5 
conclude the paper and discusses the results. 

2. State of the art ranking strategies: 

Extracting the relevant information from the corpus and then rank the information according to the relevancy 
order is one of the main functions in the IR systems. The ranking area in the data mining and IR has already been 
investigated by many researchers by assigning the calculating the frequency of the term in the query and the 
frequency of the query terms in the document, assigning the weights to the objects etc. It is worth saying that a true 
ranking strategy is the one in which the relevant documents comes before the irrelevant and less relevant ones. 

Over the last few decades many IR models such as Boolean models, statistical and probabilistic models have 
been proposed [1]. In the Boolean model a document and a query is defined as the set of keywords. The relevance of 
the result or document with the query can be judge by using the Boolean operators. The Boolean model works well 
for the simple queries while it fails for the complex queries. The Boolean model assigns equal weights to all the 
relevant documents. This results in the difficulty of ranking the most relevant one than the less relevant. The 
statistical model represents the query and the document as a bag of words. The similarity between the query and the 
document is calculated on the occurrence frequencies. The probabilistic models also known as inference network 
calculate the relevancy of the document by using the probabilistic techniques. Rank the document by calculating the 
ratio between the relevant as well as the irrelevant one.  
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Much effort has been placed on the development of ranking startegies  including RankBoost [2,3], RankNet[4], 
ListNet [5] , Page Rank [6], Vector Space Model (VSM) [7], iRANK (Interactive Ranking)  [8], fRank [9] ,PPRank 
( Predict Popularity rank) [10] , Ada Boost ( Adaptive Boosting)   [11] , HostRank [12], topical PageRank [13], 
Quantum Probability Ranking Principle (QPRP) [18]  etc. RankBoost uses the boosting approach for combining the 
preferences. RankNet uses the gradient descent algorithm to train the neural network model for ranking. ListNet 
uses the probabilistic approach for ranking. It uses a list wise approach and used objects as an instance. QPRP has 
been proposed to remove the document dependency problem of Probability Ranking Principle (PRP). The QPRP 
captures the dependency between the documents by means of quantum inference. 

A learning algorithm on the basis of the support vector machine (SVM) has been developed for ranking known as 
Ranking SVM [14].Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning technique for ranking. Different 
researchers are trying to optimize the state of the art techniques like [15] proposes an algorithms to remove the hinge 
loss on SVM.A new learning strategy has been proposed known as learning to rank (LTR) it uses several document 
features [16]. LTR selects appropriate ranking function for each query. The inspiration of LTR is, it is not necessary 
that a ranking function which works well for the single query will work well for all the other set of queries. Different 
ranking function suits different queries. The ranking fusion technique has been also used to make the significant 
improvement in retrieval of hand writing recognition systems [17]. All these approaches aim at producing the 
efficient ranking algorithm in order to optimize the retrieval performance. 

The Vector Space Model (VSM) is one of the well-known traditional retrieval models. That uses the bag of 
words approach for the text retrieval. While an image can be represented as a vector in N dimensional feature space.  
The query and image is represented as weighted terms which can be further used for ranking. Analogy to the text 
retrieval term frequency and inverse document frequency can be used to assign the weight to the query and image. 
The similarity between the image and the query is calculated by using the cosine measure.Limitation of the vector 
space model is that it focuses on the frequencies of the terms that are tagged with the image during annotation while 
doesn’t consider the data inside the image. The vector space model relies on the text matching technique and is 
unable to consider the structural information. However, sometimes the cosine similarity between the query and the 
image is high but the semantic similarity between the image and query is low. 

In the above many approaches to ranking are discussed which have been used for the text as well as the image 
retrieval. Although the area related to the text retrieval are matured but image retrieval is worth investigating. Most 
of these techniques retrieved and ranked the images on the basis of visual similarity. But still the precision of the 
system is low because the visual similarity is not the semantic similarity. 

3. Proposed Semantic Ranking Framework: 

Our line of research focuses on the ranking on the basis of the semantics not on the basis of frequency 
comparison between the query and the documents. We envision that in order to achieve the effective retrieval 
performance semantic similarity should be consider instead of the visual or the textual similarity between the query 
and the information obtain from the tags attach with the image i.e. annotation. In our research, we exploit the 
Semantic Intensity (SI) for ranking the image, we have implemented a semantic ranking strategy known as 
SemRank on the LabelMe dataset which is open source dataset available for academic and research, the object in the 
image in LabelMe dataset is represented by a set of points known as polygon, the area of the irregular polygon can 
be calculated by  

(1)

The Concept Dominancy for the given object can be calculated as 

(2)
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Where , represents size of the image.The greater the SI value of the image relevant to the query, the higher 
is the rank.  
Let  be the query with set of terms ‘t’, while  is the expanded or enhanced query with 
their semantic similarity values  

The system must returns a subset of images  from the corpus C, where C is set of images with their annotation 
represented by the following equation 

(3)

Where , then equation (3) become 
(4)

Procedure:SemRank 
Input: 

i

x) j

Output: 

Method: 
1. Applying enhanced query on the corpus C

, where 
2. Foreach  in 

a. Foreach  in 
i. Calculate object dominancy OD for each object 

ii. Calculate the concept dominancy of each concept tag with the object in the image 
, where 

iii. Calculate the Semantic Intensity (SI) for concepts relevant to the query 
, where  is the semantic similarity value of each query term 

b. Calculate  at  level 
 , where nis the number of concept tag with object per image 

3. Sort the result in descending order  

4. Experimental Study: 

A comprehensive empirical performancestudy, using both Vector Space Model and SemRank has been made. 
The experiments were conducted on some of the categories from the LabelMe 31.8 GB dataset. Which contain total 
of 181,983 images, 56,943 annotated images and 125,040 images are still not annotated [19].The study is made with 
the  objective  to  test  the  result  of  the  proposed  method  against  the  traditional  IR  model  i.e.  VSM.  Several  
experiments were conducted using different set of queries like keyword based queries which may either single 
concept or multi-concept and multi-word queries i.e. multi-word multi concept etc. From the last few decades the 
researchers are mostly using two of the well-known properties for measuring the retrieval performance i.e. Precision 
and the recall. Precision is the ratio of the retrieved documents that are relevant while recall is the ratio of the 
relevant documents retrieved by the system. 
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The result shows the P@10 i.e. precision of the top 10 retrieved images for the different types of queries. Figure 
1 shows the precision of different type queries by using VSM and SemRank, figure 2 shows the overall precision 
recall graph. All these results depicts that SemRank shows effective improvement over the VSM. 

Figure 1. Precision @10for VSM and SemRank Figure 2. Precision-Recall comparison of SemRank performance over VSM 

5. Conclusion and Future Work: 

In conclusion we would like to accentuate that 100% retrieval performance is an exceedingly hard dilemma to 
achieve. The main problem lies in the deed that we don’t totally formularize the term relevant and irrelevant. In this 
paper,  we have  proposed a  new ranking strategy known as  SemRank which  uses  the  SI  measure  to  calculate  the  
image relevancy weights against the query. It has an advantage that it can employ the semantics inside the image 
and the query in determining the ranking order. We have compared our model with the Vector Space Model (VSM). 
Experimental results showed that SemRank approach has better retrieval performance than the VSM. We believe 
that considering the Semantic Intensities of the images enhance the precision of the IR systems. In future, we plan to 
exercise our approach on other image as well as on video datasets. 
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